 
 
 
WHEN WILL THE COST REDUCTION KICK IN?
The world has been relying on coal, oil, and gas for decades. Due to the increasing
energy demand, a popular question is where to get the energy from in the near
future. To utilize clean energy resources, offshore wind energy is one of the fastest
growing sources of renewable energy. However, it is often criticized for being too
expensive.
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Samenvatting
In een wereld met een steeds grotere energievraag is het van belang om te weten waar wij onze energie vandaan halen in de nabije
toekomst. Eén van de snelst groeiende bronnen van duurzame energie is offshore windenergie. De kosten voor offshore
windmolenparken blijken zeer hoog. In veel studies wordt aangenomen dat de investeringskosten van offshore windmolenparken
in de loop van de tijd dalen. De vraag is of deze aanname terecht is. De resultaten in dit artikel geven weer dat er geen significante
kostenreductie is in de investeringskosten voor offshore windmolenparken over de periode 2000-2017. Integendeel, de
investeringskosten stijgen in deze periode. Een van de belangrijkste oorzaken van deze toename zijn de toegenomen afstand naar
de kust en de waterdiepte. Om de ontwikkeling van deze energiebron te stimuleren, moet de industrie zich meer focussen op
kostenreductie.
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he first commercial offshore wind farm was installed in

tion. In the publications of Risø´ DTU (2008) and IRENA (2012),

1991, however, the real growth of installed capacity in

the following threats are seen:

offshore wind energy started in 2008 and is expected to

•

The investment cost is related to the sea depth. The founda-

keep growing. What is the trend of the investment cost over the

tions installed below 20 meters of water depth are incre-

years? Many studies refer to the assumption that the investment

asingly expensive because of the longer piles and larger

cost of offshore wind energy will decrease [1][2]. To what extent is

impacts of wave and current forces [4].

this assumption right? The objective of this article is to investigate this question. More specifically: To what extent has there

•

With an increasing distance to shore, stronger transformer

been an investment cost reduction in offshore wind energy in

stations are needed and sea transmission cables length incre-

the period 2000-2017?

ase generating additional costs [6].

Before we explore investment cost of offshore wind power

•

Shifting to further offshore and deeper water environments

projects, we need to know the cost drivers. Knowledge of the cost

result in more extreme offshore weather conditions. This

drivers will give a better understanding of the opportunities and

could lead to significantly higher costs for all components

threats for the offshore wind power projects.

due to the associated risk [7].
•

Increasing size and weight of the turbines could also be
regarded as a possible threat to the installation cost [5] due to
heavy equipment and a higher risk per turbine in case of
malfunctioning.

•

A major threat to cost reduction lies within the energy
market itself. The increase in turbine prices is related to an
increasing demand, along with constraints on the production side. Due to the insufficient number of turbine manufacturers there is insufficient competition [8].

Figure 1- Cost structure of offshore wind power [3].
Cost analyses 2000 - 2017
Opportunities for cost reduction

For this article, the investment costs of offshore wind farms that

In the IRENA publication of 2012, the main opportunities for

were built between 2000 and 2017 have been analyzed. The data

cost reduction are indicated:

consists of the cost of the installation, turbine, foundation, trans-

•

Due to improving technology and standardized designs for

former and main cable to shore as well as the cost of the internal

the turbines (44% of investment costs, figure 1), most of the

grid. Cost data are mainly from published data (budgeted costs)

potential cost reduction is expected to come from the lear-

instead of actual costs as companies are reluctant to share the

ning curve effect in wind turbine manufacturing [4].

actual costs. This is a limitation this research has faced.

•

The scale of offshore wind projects could be very large

The wind farms originate from five countries, the Netherlands,

compared to onshore wind projects, which leads to very

Belgium, Germany, Denmark, and Sweden, have been selected

competitive pricing for large scale wind turbine orders [4].

since they have similar conditions of soil and water depth and a
sufficient number of wind farms. In figure 2, the budgeted invest-

•

Installation cost, which is 13% of the total investment cost,

ment costs of offshore wind farms over the period 2000-2017 are

could also be reduced by using relatively new techniques and

analyzed to investigate investment cost reductions.

specialized installation vessels to significantly reduced installation time and cost [5].

The sizes of the investigated offshore wind farms are in the range
of 23 MW to 600 MW. Costs are converted to 2016 cost level,

•

A high level of risk is associated with the offshore wind

based on an average inflation rate of 2%. This rate is based on the

turbine installation projects as they are often related to the

inflation in the Netherlands between 2000 and 2017 and is repre-

‘new technology’. This is likely to be reduced due improving

sentative for the other countries in this study. In figure 2 the

experience.

investment cost are translated to million euro per MW. The
invested farms range from 1.6 million euro/MW to about 4.5

Threats to cost reduction

million euro/MW with one particular farm (Thornton bank

Despite the growing market and opportunities for cost reduc-

2009) of 5.9 million euro/MW. A possible explanation for this

tion, offshore wind projects will also face threats to cost reduc-

outlier is that the investment cost of Thornton bank I may
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In the media (Financieel Dagblad, June 21, 2017) the headlines suggest that the costs for off shore wind farms are decreasing.
However the article does not reveal whether these costs are investment costs or production costs, a big difference.
Most recent tenders (2017) for offshore wind farms in the Netherlands are based on productions costs (euro/kWh) and these bids
are remarkable low (Borssele I, II, III and IV), even lower than expected. It’s hard to compare it with the projects in this article, because the investment costs are not published. The low production costs could be the result of indeed lower investment costs, but other
possibilities might be low rental rates, calculation models with higher electricity prices etc.
Only the future will reveal the real business case, whether the most recent tenders were realistic or optimistic.

Figure 2 - Investment
costs of offshore wind
farms, million¤/MW
(2016 prices).
Note: the dates are the
project completion dates.

include a part of the (pre-) investment costs of Thornton bank II
& III.
Figure 2 also shows that there is no cost reduction per MW in the
investment costs of offshore wind farms over the period 20002017. The upward trend could be explained by the higher influence of the threats to cost reduction on the investment costs
than the impact of the opportunities for cost reductions. In order
to investigate the reason for the upward trend in investment
costs, the threats to cost reductions are further analyzed.
Threat 1 - Distance to shore
The distance to shore and the investment costs of all projects are
shown in figure 3. There is a remarkable cost jump when the
distance to shore is more than 20 km. Projects under construc-

Figure 4a: Investment costs versus completion date (distance to

tion or recently built show an increasing distances to shore [9].

shore 0-20km).

This might explain the upward cost trend per MW.

Figure 3 - Investment costs versus distance to shore.
Therefore, to examine the cost reduction, the data is further

Figure 4b: Investment costs versus completion date (distance to

analyzed and projects are grouped based on the threshold of 20

shore 20-60km).

km distance to shore. Two groups are shown in figure 4a (0-20
km) and figure 4b (20-60 km).
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To achieve the deployment of offshore wind energy, the industry
needs to focus more on cutting costs.
The figures 4a and 4b, show that if the 'distance to shore' aspect
is eliminated and the characteristics of the projects become
comparable, the cost reduction can’t be clearly observed. Only
figure 4b shows lower investment costs in 2017, but this is not
based on a trend over multiple years. The groups with projects
over 60 km distance to shore are not presented here because
there is not enough data available for a proper analysis.
Threat 2 - Water depth
Figure 5 depicts the water depth compared to the average investment costs/MW of the projects. It is found that the average
investment cost increases as the water depth increases with a
remarkable jump at 10-20 m.
Figure 6b - Investment costs vs. completion date
(water depth 10-30m).
Figure 6a does not show a cost reduction. From figure 6b can be
seen that 2016 and 2017 show lower investment costs, but over
the whole period a cost reduction is not observed.
Indication
This study aims at exploring the landscape of the investment
cost of off shore wind energy, specifically whether there has been
an reduction in investment cost over the period 2000-2017. The
results of this study indicate that there has been no significant
cost reduction in euros per MW over the period 2000-2017. On
Figure 5 - Average investment costs versus water depth.

the contrary, the study points out a trend that more recently
developed farms are built further offshore and in deeper water,

To examine the cost reduction the data are grouped in the values

which has played an important role in the increasing invest-

0-10 m and 10-30 m depth, shown in figure 6a and b.

ment costs in euro’s per MW.
Analyzing the investment costs of similar projects in terms of
the threats 'distance to shore' and ‘water depth’, lower
investment costs are detected in the projects completed in
2016 and 2017. However the trend line over the previous period
shows different. This might indicate that we have reached a
turning point and that future developments will be at lower
costs per MW or we just observed some best case incidents.
To achieve the deployment of offshore wind energy, the industry
needs to focus more on cutting costs.
That need to start with more data analyzing as we now have
analyzed the total investment costs. Since there may be cost

Figure 6a - Investment costs vs. completion date
(water depth 0-10m).

reductions in specific components of the projects, further
research is encouraged.
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